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CCAK receives donation to fund new mentor training and education
B y B i a M a l a sp i n a
News Reporter

Colby Cares About Kids
(CCAK), a volunteer initiative that connects Colby
students with elementary
students in the greater Waterville area, recently received a donation from the
Borman family to enhance
mentor training and education. CCAK is by far the
most popular volunteering
experience amongst Colby
students. This year alone,
the program has 272 returning mentors and 108
new mentors.
In the past, CCAK’s mentors were only trained prior
to meeting their mentee.

After their first meeting,
no formal training or continuing education existed
for mentors. In a recent
interview, the Echo spoke
with Elizabeth Kane `19, an
AmeriCorps volunteer for
CCAK, about the donation
and its impact on the future
of the program.
“The Borman family has
supported CCAK in the
past,” Kane said, “but this
year they gave us a gift to
support training for our
mentors and to strengthen
the education aspect of our
program. This spring we’re
going to be offering three
workshops, each about an
hour-and-a-half long. It’s
a continuing education

model, and we’re calling
it ‘Colby’s Commitment
to Advancing Knowledge,’
or CCAK.”
The availability of the
training sessions will not be
limited to CCAK mentors;
it will be open to any member of the Colby community interested in working
with children.
“Although it’s through
the CCAK program and all
of our mentors are welcome
to come and should come,
we’re hoping to promote it
in various departments, like
the education department,
psychology
department,
or really anyone who’s interested in learning about
these topics or anybody

Courtesy of Colby College
A CCAK mentor and mentee take a lunch break during Camp CCAK. CCAK, the largest volunteer experience at Colby,
recently received a donation to imrpove mentor training and education.

who works with youth and
feels like they would benefit
from coming to our trainings. Anyone’s welcome,”
Kane said. “This is our first
year, it’s a pilot program for
these trainings, so hopefully in the coming years we
also continue to add on options and other workshops.”
Topics for the training
sessions were chosen based
on feedback from mentors
and members of CCAK’s
student advisory board.
“I know mentors want
further support, training,
and education,” Kane said.
“And we all know there’s
really never an endpoint in
their education. But sometimes it’s hard to pinpoint
a specific workshop which
can get at something we’re
missing. So it’s been a really
exciting process training to
brainstorm how we can best
support our mentors.”
“We’ve gotten feedback
from the student advisory board on what they
would’ve liked support on.
There are two to four board
members per school, and
they’re the leaders of the
program, so we have a few
meetings each semester
and they were part of the
brainstorming process.”
One of the topics currently confirmed for the spring
sessions is sustainable volunteerism. This workshop
will teach students and

other volunteers about how
to best manage their time
and take care of themselves
during their service.
“The first workshop will
be given by Kimberly Simmons, who is a professor at
the University of Southern
Maine,” Kane said. “She is
in the Women and Gender
Studies Department there,
and she is doing a workshop
on burnout and sustainable
volunteerism. She’s looking
at how, despite busy student
life, students can continue
their volunteering.”
“That second workshop
will be given by Kathleen
Paradis, and she is with the
Sexual Assault Prevention
Center in Maine,” Kane
said. “She will be doing a
sexual assault prevention
and awareness training
for mentors and anybody
working with youth. She
does this already within
the community, so she’ll be
doing her workshop with
our students.”
The final workshop topic has yet to be confirmed.
However, Kane shared one
topic which the board has
been considering: “Motivational interviewing is
something we’re looking
into to help our mentors
know how to ask the questions to get their mentees
talking. Normally motivational interviewing is training people how to ask the

right interview questions,
but this would be tailored
toward mentors or anyone
else working with kids on
how to ask the right questions. So that’s another
topic we’re looking to possibly have a workshop on.
But right now we’re really
in the brainstorming phase
of everything.”
Kane also shared that
the brainstorming for these
sessions has sparked several conversations about
how to improve the program’s pre-mentor training as well as additional
training opportunities.
“We’re hoping to enhance our pre-mentor
training as well and also
continue to add more
options for people in the
program,” she said. “For
the sexual assault prevention awareness training
we’re thinking of moving
to before mentors are out
in the schools, so they
have that foundational
knowledge. We’re working with Tarja Raag, who
is [a professor] in the
psychology department,
to figure out other additional knowledge about
young children that we
can incorporate into our
pre-mentor training.”
CCAK mentors can soon
expect an increase in support and educational resources from the program.

Rock & Roe: students hold concert supporting reproductive rights
By Sarah Warner

A&E and Opinions Editor
The first annual Rock
& Roe: A Planned Parenthood Benefit Concert
took place this past Sat.,
Nov. 16 in Foss. The concert, a joint effort between
Planned Parenthood Generation Action (PPGA)
and the Colby Music Incubator (CMI), brought
student
musicians
to
the stage to raise money
for Planned Parenthood
New England in light of
Maine’s restricted access
to abortion services.
“So much of [Maine’s reproductive healthcare legislation] has been blocked
or stalled,” PPGA Executive Board member Rachel
Powers `21 yelled into the
microphone between sets
at the concert. “There are
only three places in the
entire state where you can
legally get an abortion.
That’s not enough and we
have to do better!”
Rock & Roe was the result of several months work
by PPGA and CMI. Ultimately, seven student bands
donated their time for the
night: Topsy, Free Chips,
After Hours, Kaleido, Road
Soda, Fun Police, Basement Picnic, and solo act
Anikka Schliesmann `21.
According to CMI co-president and Topsy singer Sam
Guenther `21, it was a great
way to introduce some lesser-known student bands to
the Colby population.
“Other shows like Halloweekend and Doghead
usually only have room for
so many,” Guenther said in
an interview with the Echo.

Grandmothers for
reproductive rights
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“A lot of newer bands don’t
get their start until they
start doing stuff on their
own, and this was a great
way for newer bands like
Basement Picnic and Kaleido and Fun Police to show
what they’ve got. It was
great for me to see what’s
out there, and it was great
for Colby students to see
that too.”
Guenther claimed that
there was a level of enthusiasm for the Rock & Roe
concert that he hadn’t seen
previously in his time as
CMI co-president.
“So many people showed
up early. Usually, it takes
about 40 minutes for people to really start coming
through the doors and we
had at least 25, 30 people
when the first band went
on and it was great to get
that crowd size and have it
stay consistent.”
The crowd was certainly enthusiastic. At several points, a dance circle
formed, and unsuspecting
students were pushed in
and forced to dance for the
cheering Colby students.
One band started a chant
halfway through their set
to celebrate the work Powers did on the concert, encouraging the audience to
scream her name as she
sheepishly made her way
through the crowd.
“It was stressful, it was
a lot of work,” Powers said
of the planning process in
an interview with the Echo.
“But our Executive Board is
so passionate and worked
really hard the whole time
so I think it went well.”
While tickets to Rock &
Roe were technically free,

there was a suggested donation of $10-15 per person. PPGA supplemented
this with a GoFundMe,
which as of publication has
15 donors and raised $808
of their $1,000 goal. PPGA
also sold t-shirts and stickers printed with the Rock &
Roe logo in the Spa in the
days leading up to the concert as well as at the door.
“Seeing people pay
to get in was amazing,”
Guenther
said.
“The
CMI’s dream last year
was to get to the point
where we could charge $2
for a show, so to get to a
point where people are
spending $10, $15, buying t-shirts, Venmo-ing
what they could. That
was awesome to see both
for Planned Parenthood
and for the demand for
music here.”
“I thought it was really
cool to see how many people came out to support
Planned Parenthood,” Anjalee Rutah `21 said, who
attended the concert and
bought a t-shirt. “It’s such
a great cause and it was
great being among people
who are passionate about
Planned Parenthood and
reproductive services.”
The concert was a bigger
hit with Colby students
than PPGA had ever imagined. While they don’t
have a final total on the
amount of money raised,
PPGA Executive Board
member Ketty Stinson `21
described the event as “an
incredible success.”
“Tons of Colby students
came out for the event,”
said Stinson in an interview with the Echo. “All
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of the student bands and
CMI leaders volunteered
their time to perform for
this cause, which we are
so grateful for. Hopefully
this can be the start of a
new tradition because we
want to do everything in
our power to ensure that
people can access safe and
legal abortion if and when
they need to.”
Powers agreed with Stinson, claiming After Hours’
performance in particular
was a peak of the night.
“My favorite part was
hearing the guitar solos
in After Hours’ Grateful
Dead set,” Powers said.
“That was really awesome.
There are so many talented student artists on this

campus and that moment
just really reminded me
how lucky we are.”
Given this year’s success,
PPGA and CMI are already
thinking about the next
Rock & Roe concert. Next
year, they hope to hold the
concert earlier and raise
even more money and
awareness for Planned Parenthood New England and
its services.
“The hope is to do one
before the election to
raise more awareness beforehand and get more
money,” Guenther said
of their tentative plans.
“Scheduling that is always
tricky because Halloweekend is a thing we always
do, but even earlier in the

year is ideal.”
Considering the recent tensions surrounding
Planned Parenthood and
reproductive rights under
President Trump, who ran
his 2016 campaign promising to defund Planned
Parenthood and later attempted to do so through
his 2018 Title X gag rule,
scheduling the next Rock
& Roe concert before the
2020 elections is particularly urgent for PPGA. While
the members of PPGA have
complex opinions on the
state of reproductive rights
under Trump, Powers perhaps summed up best what
they are fighting for in three
simple words: “Reproductive justice, baby!”

Peter Brown | The Colby Echo
Lilli Garza ‘20 performed with her band, Free Chips, at the Rock & Roe concert and fundraiser this past weekend.
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Mike D. Wisecup takes over as Athletic Director
By Dominic Giardini
News Reporter

On Oct. 16, President
Greene announced former Harold Alfond Director of Athletics Jake
Okkloka’s departure to
Johns Hopkins University. President Greene
appointed former Vice
President
of
Strategic Initiatives Mike D.
Wisecup to replace Okkloka. Wisecup has no
prior experience as an
Athletic Director but is
no stranger to leadership
roles, having ser ved as a
Navy SEAL for twenty

years. He also competed as a swimmer for the
U.S. Naval Academy.
The Echo sat down
with Wisecup to discuss his path to Colby,
his plans for assuming
leadership over Colby’s athletics, and his
well-recognized volunteer experience.
Wisecup headed to
Maine, where his parents had settled in their
retirement,
after
he
concluded his militar y
ser vice. He explained
that he was in need of a
mentor for his post-retirement years, and a

mutual friend brought
President
Greene
to
his attention.
“David Greene brought
me to Colby. His passion is
evident, his ideas are big,
but achievable, he’s got
a great set of leadership
qualities.” Wisecup said.
After a long, fruitful
meeting with President
Greene in the fall of 2017,
Wisecup realized he had
found the mentor he was
looking for. Soon after,
the former SEAL found
himself involved with
the College, offering his
experience and personal
philosophy while bring-

Courtesy of Colby College
Mike D. Wisecup came to Colby after twenty years as a Navy Seal. In an interview with the Echo, he explains how the
leadership skills he learned while serving his country have transfered over to his role as the new Athletic Director.

ing together various departments at Colby from
an adjacent, rather than
top-down, position.
“Leadership, in [this
role], was different,”
he explained. “It wasn’t
leadership
from
the
front kind of style. In
that role where you’re
not really in charge of
anyone, you can’t tell
people what to do. It’s
more about influence,
and working together,
and building a team.”
Wisecup
spoke
to
community leaders in a
spring 2018 lecture about
his leadership strategies,
like his desire to envision goals and backtrack
from that spot, finding
systematic improvements
to be made along the
way. He explained his
tendency to observe and
question the way things
are done and the processes around him.
When the Athletic Director position opened
on short notice, Wisecup
was well-situated to take
over the role, doing so
within a rushed twoweek transition period.
“ There was no preconceived plan here. [The
AD role] was never on
my radar. I was fortunate to be in the right
place at the right time,
and in the past year, to
have proven myself, or
given people confidence
in my ability to do this
job,” Wisecup said.
He described what the
initial plan and resulting
schedule has been like to
the Echo:
“Before
we
make
changes, I need to see
where we want to be,
and then I back-plan
from that. Job number
one here is to not come
in with any preconceived
ideas of what needed to
be changed[…]I needed
to learn the organization

as much as I could, on
a ‘listen and learn’ tour.
First 30 days: meeting
with every coach, every
employee, understanding
who they are, where their
obstacles are, what they
like, what they dislike.
In that process, my ideas
are starting to form.”
The end goal that
Wisecup spoke of ? For
Colby Athletics to be the
best in the nation. He
explained that a focus
on the people is where
he would like to target
improvements, highlighting leadership and eth-

“Once I make
a commitment
to someone or
make it public,
I can’t back out.
You can’t tell
kids with cancer ‘I can’t do
it.’ Cause they
don’t get an option to quit.”
Mike D. Wisecup
Harold Alfond Director of
Athletics
ics development.
In addition to Wisecup’s
impressive career, he
has also taken the time
to engage with sick
children through Camp
Sunshine, a non-profit
group in Casco, Maine.
His “SEALs for Sunshine” initiative raises
awareness and funds for
these children by organizing annual endurance challenges.
“I need a place that
could connect me back
to my community, and
[Camp Sunshine] was
that community. They’re

a bit of an anchor for me.”
Wisecup has been recognized as the New England Patriots’ “Difference Maker of the Week”
and the Maine Commission for Community Service’s “Maine Volunteer
of the Year” for his efforts, and hopes to involve a new generation
of SEALs with the volunteer initiatives.
“Volunteerism is not
a separate and distinct
thing. It’s not a light
switch that you turn on
and off,” he explained.
“It’s more of who you
are. It’s how I see my
job as a leader as well.
A ser vant-based leadership style is about
ser ving others, whether
[it’s] in a nonprofit, on
the battlefield, in the
classroom. I’m a public ser vant. That’s my
career field.”
Unfortunately,
the
demanding hours of
the new role has kept
Wisecup from getting to
the g ym, and he is not
currently training for
any endurance challenges, as he often does.
“ This job has been
full on,” Wisecup said,
laughing. “I have not
worked out in a month,
and I’m going crazy.
It’s always been such
a big par t of my life. I
use hard events as obstacles. I deliberately
put them in my path.
B ecause I know if I do
that, and I sign up for
them, I will be forced to
have to encounter that
obstacle and f ind a way
around it. That’s where
my growth and development comes f rom. Once
I make a commitment
to someone or make it
public, I can’t back out.
You can’t tell kids with
cancer ‘I can’t do it.’
Cause they don’t get an
option to quit.”

Colby students compete in entrepreneurship challenge at Thomas College
By Fiona Huo
Staff Writer

On Sat., Nov. 16, three
teams of Colby student
entrepreneurs competed
in the Greenlight Maine
Collegiate Challenge, a
competition for Maine
college students to pitch
their business ideas for
a grand prize of $25,000
to help jumpstart their
company. The Greenlight
Maine Collegiate Challenge is a sub-competition of Greenlight Maine,
the televised state-wide
pitch competition sponsored going into its fifth
season, where Maine
business owners vie for a
$100,000 prize.
The competition is a
multi-staged event that
begins with committees
at participating colleges
hearing ideas from students entrepreneurs. The
students with the best
ideas are then selected as representatives for
their school. Saturday
marked the first stage of
the competition, which
took place at Thomas
College. Teams gave their
three-minute pitches to
a group of independent
judges followed by a
five-minute Q&A session.

The Greenlight Maine
Collegiate
Challenge
was a part of the Central Maine Converge and
Create conference happening at Thomas that
day. The conference cel-

The conference celebrates
innovation
and entrepreneurship
in the state
of Maine and
promotes networking and
brainstorming sessions.
ebrates innovation and
entrepreneurship in the
state of Maine and promotes networking and
brainstorming sessions.
The keynote address was
delivered by Rodrigo
Meirelles, the vice president of Portland-based
international financial
technolog y
solutions
provider WEX. Meirelles, originally from
Brazil, talked about his
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humble upbringing and
emphasized his belief in
the potential of innovation in Maine.
Among the hopeful
student
entrepreneurs
are four Colby students:
Joshua Kim `22, the
founder of Sklaza; Torsten Brinkema `22, the
inventor of Weart Apparel; and Christian Krohg
`22 and Katie Dougherty `22, the creators of
EasyEats. The students
have been working closely with Jumpstart Maine,
an organization that allows college students to
bounce ideas off each
other while working together in the Bricks Coworking & Innovation
Space in Waterville’s Hathaway Creative Center.
Kim told the Echo that
Sklaza stands for “School
Plaza” and is a marketplace exclusively for college students to sell school
supplies, textbooks, microwaves, and fridges
based on the geographical
location of their campus.
“From
preparation,
digital publicity, to the
actual competition, the
whole experience has
been so rewarding and
worthwhile,” Kim said
after the event on SatTime:
9:50 a.m.
10:55 p.m.
11:51 p.m.
3:11 p.m.
3:11 p.m.
3:11 p.m.
3:50 p.m.
3:50 p.m.
10:39 p.m.
1:37 p.m.
2:10 p.m.
2:10 p.m.
5:54 a.m.
1:13 a.m.

urday. “I’ve learned a lot
through this process and
the support in Maine has
been incredible.”
Kim is planning for
Sklaza to launch at Colby
in Feb. 2020 and hopes
to have the service available at Bowdoin, Bates,
UMaine, and Thomas
College starting in the
fall of 2020.
On Monday, Kim was
informed that Sklaza was
selected to move onto the
next round of the competition. The other students
had not yet learned of
their results at the time
of their interviews.
Brinkema pitched Weart
“We art” Apparel, a
business he started in
July 2018 to provide
young artists and designers with a digital
platform to both showcase their creations and
a customer base to sell
their products. Weart
has featured seven artists so far, four of whom
are Colby students. The
company rotates featured artists ever y two
months. Brinkema stated that the idea of Weart
came to him after he
experienced frustration
with the lack of support many of his artist
Location:
Off Campus
Alfond Commons
Cotter Union
Foss
Foss
Foss
Woodman
Woodman
Heights
Grossman
Pierce
Pierce
Roberts
East

friends felt when tr ying
to launch their business.
Brinkema told the
Echo that he had a positive experience at the
Greenlight
Challenge.
“ The startup scene in
Maine is ver y exciting
and there is so much
support for new businesses,” he said.
“I eventually hope to
open a brick and mortar store that ser ves as a
hub for all of my operations.,” Brinkema said
when asked about his future plans for Weart. “I
want to continue making
apparel, and start producing videos and podcasts that highlight the
stories of young artists
around the world.”
The only duo of the
group, Christian Krohg
`22 and Katie Dougherty
`22, presented EasyEats, a
technolog y-based ordering and deliver y app that
is entirely student-run.
The business is intended to compete with existing food-ordering services like UberEats and
Postmates. One of the
unique
characteristics
of EasyEats is the deliver y to dorms since
student deliver y drivers
have access to campus.

The app was launched
on May 6, 2019 at Colby and has expanded to
include Bates. EasyEats
has already processed
over 800 orders with an
average of $31.74 spent
per order. Revenue has
totaled over $24,000
with 14 restaurants participating so far.
Doughtery said the
company’s plans include
developing a new platform: “The aim with our
new platform is to create
more standardized processes and reduce the
amount of manual labor
that is required within the
business. With our new
platform, we will be able
to streamline the process of adding additional
college campuses.”
26 student entrepreneurs will be selected
to move on to the second round in January,
which will be televised
on Newscenter Maine,
the NBC affiliate station.
Each episode will consist
of two contestants going
head-to-head. If any of
the Colby teams successfully make it past the second round, they will be
one of three teams competing to win the $25,000
cash prize.
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Grandmother for Reproductive Rights advocate across Maine for what they once lacked

Courtesy of Rachel Powers

Colby Planned Parenthood Generation Action members reading a time line of reproductive rights and write post cards to Maine legislators advocating for reproductive rights at a GRR! event

By Sonia Lachter

Local News and Features
Editor
In Feb 2013, a group of
Maine grandmothers who
grew up in the 1950s, 60s,
and 70s founded Grandmothers for Reproductive
Rights (GRR!). Their mission was, and is, to serve
as stewards of the reproductive rights with which
they did not grow up.
Elayne Richard is a
GRR! member from Fairfield, Maine. She spoke to
the Echo about the group’s
work in Maine, which includes outreach at the
Common Ground Fair as
well as at colleges. People
are going to farmers markets and giving out information there. We do a lot
of letters to the editor, we
make phone calls, and we
speak to our legislators,”
Richard said.
Discussing how GRR!’s
work is specific to Maine,
Richard explained the difficulties they face. “The
challenge for Maine is that
it’s such a big state geographically and we have
people up in Presque Isle
who want to be as involved
as those of us who live close
to Augusta and[...]things
are happening in Augusta
or things are happening in
Portland so mobilizing all
of us is a challenge.”
However, she stipulated, “The passion is not
a challenge. The passion
for working with GRR! is
strong everywhere from

Fort Kent to Biddeford.”
Richard reflected on the
unique character of the
state legislature in affecting GRR!’s work. “I think
the legislature is accessible,” she said. “And if you
want to go and speak to
your legislature, you can.”
She said that this open

“The challenge for
Maine is that
it’s such a big
state geographically...
mobilizing all
of us is a challenge.”
Elayne Richard
Member of GRR!
quality of the legislature
gives groups like GRR!
the opportunity to have
concrete influence. “What
it allows us to do is it allows us to talk about our
concerns about laws that
are pending—it allows
us to help work with legislators to form laws. So
when you have a passion
for something and you
have support from your

own personal legislator
or someone from another
part of the state, you can
work with them to get
those laws passed.”
Richard credits this
ability to work with legislators to the various
successes GRR! has had.
“Now, we’re able to have
MaineCare pay for abortions; [it is] why we’re
able to have other medical
providers provide abortions as long as it’s in its
scope of practice. It’s why
we’re able to have vending
machines that are able to
dispense medications. It’s
because this is supposed
to be a people’s House [of
Representatives] and we
are accessible.”
Richard
and
her
counterparts expressed
their belief that they
had gained recognition
within the Maine State
House, describing how
they “come in with our
bright yellow shirts and
our yellow pins and our
yellow scar ves and they
know who we are.”
This recognizable presence serves a more important purpose than
just visual recognition:
“For laws that are being
discussed and debated
that are really tough, like
MaineCare covering abortion, it’s really important
to our supporters there to
have us there having their
backs. That’s where we sit,
right behind them, and
that’s what gives them the
strength to do what they

Brown House Commons
opens, catering to retirees
By Matt Rocha

Local News Reporter
At a ribbon cutting
ceremony last Tues, znov
12, the Brown House
Commons were officially introduced to the Water ville community. The
Brown House Commons
comprises 27 apartments
at 110 College Ave.,
which was formerly occupied by Goudreau’s
Retirement Inn.
Brown House Properties purchased the building two years ago, and in
that time, the company
has developed state-ofthe-art homes for Waterville’s retired residents.
Brown House Properties
dedicates itself to providing senior citizens with
high-quality housing. As
such, it promises that at
least eighty percent of the
leasee population will exceed 55 years old.
Because of the Commons’ unique location,
Brown House Properties
can provide senior citizens
with the dual benefits of
a city and rural location.
The Commons is located
in the heart of Waterville,
but Brown House also purchased a two-acre green
area and a six-acre wooded lot behind the building,
providing Brown House’s
tenants with fresh air and
a nature oasis within the
city’s center.
In an interview with
the Echo, Lindsey Burrill,
who helped found The
Brown House Companies
with her family, spoke
about the Brown House
Commons and its place in
Waterville’s community.
“Brown House Commons
is a really unique facility
in that it’s not assisted living. That would often be
the next step in the jour-

ney of our residents, but
right now it’s independent
senior living, so these
folks are 55 and older, but
still independent,” Burrill
said. She added, “some of
them actually still have
employment, some are
recently retired and just
sold their homes because
upkeep was too difficult
for them.”
The Brown House Commons takes care of all
maintenance for its tenants. It provides “that
care-free lifestyle they
dreamed about in retirement,” Burrill explained.
Burrill also expanded

“Brown
House Commons is a
really unique
facility in that
it’s not assisted living... it’s
independent
senior living.”
Lindsey Burrill
Co-Founder of the Brown
House Companies
on the Commons’s location in Waterville. “I
would say the number
one selling point that we
hear most of our residents
and most of the people we
tour through the property
is that it gives the convenience of city living so
you’re right on College
Avenue in the middle, in
the heart of the city of Wa-

terville[…]close to doctors’ offices and grocery
stores, so they don’t have
to travel very far,” she said.
Despite this urban environment, the Commons
have the added benefit of
a natural outlet because
they “purchased a six-acre
wooded lot behind the
property, so when you’re
there and when you’re in
our outdoor entertaining
space, it is unbelievable
to think that you are on
College Ave. in the heart
of the city because it feels
like you’re out in the country,” Burrill explained. The
College Ave. location combines the convenience of
city living with the beauty
of a rural lifestyle.
Brown House is also
committed to the use
of renewable energy resources. Burrill shared
that at the Brown House
Commons, the company
“installed a 180-panel solar array.” The company
installed the panels on
parts of the roof that receive regular strong sunshine. The panels produce
a significant amount of reusable energy. “That creates almost 75 kilowatts
hours of clean renewable
electricity every year, and
with that, we’re offsetting
almost 80,000 tons of carbon pollution every single
year,” Burrill said.
Over the summer, the
panels capture enough
energy to completely
cover the Commons’s
electricity needs and portions of the needs of other
Brown House properties.
On top of this, Brown
House intends to build
more solar panels on an
undeveloped property in
Canaan, Maine. The energy produced there will
power many other Brown
House Properties.

need to do.”
When asked why GRR!
adopted yellow as its signature color, Richard
responded, “I think it’s
because it’s bold but it’s
cheery at the same time.
That’s kind of a grandma,
bold and cheery.”
R ichard prov ide d ins ig ht into how GRR!
memb ers g rapple w it h
t he div is ive issues t he y
promote. For R i chard,
“What I t r y to do is
st ick to my topic. I don’t
engage in negat ive b anter ing b ack and for t h .
And I t h in k t he most
imp or t ant t h ing for me
is to f ind s ome common
g round w it h w ho e ver
I’m t a l k ing w it h . My
ow n st ate [ repres ent at ive] is not ver y supp or t ive of t h is . My rep
is Shel le y Rudnick i and
w hen I t a l k w it h her
on o cc as ion ab out t h is ,
she’s a g randma and I’m
a g randma, she loves
her k ids and I love my
k ids , and she loves her
g randch i ldren and I
love my g randch i ldren.”
When t a l k ing w it h
anyone, R ichard t r ies
to f ind ways to conne c t . “If we c an st ar t
f rom t hat , ok we’re
not a lways ag re eing on
t h is but w hen p e ople
c an s e e t hat t he y have
a lot more in common
t han t he y don’t have in
common, you start seeing people just a little bit
different. Also, I think if
you’re really passionate

and believe in reproductive justice [then] the core
of that, that everyone has
a right to have children,
everyone has a right to
not have children, and everyone has a right to raise
the children that they
chose to have in safe and
sustainable communities,
that’s pretty hard to argue

“We’re encour-

aging people
to start talking
about abortion and about
abortion care
at Thanksgiving tables.
Because talking
with families is
sometimes even
harder to talk
to people you
don’t know”
Elayne Richard
Member of GRR!
about. So if you just stay
on that message, you can
get through those conversations that are hard.”
This sentiment can be

seen in one of GRR!’s upcoming initiatives “We’re
encouraging people to
start talking about abortion and about abortion
care at Thanksgiving
tables. Because talking
with families is sometimes even harder to talk
to people you don’t know.”
Richard
explained
why GRR! members feel
that they have a specific
role to play in the fight
for reproductive rights.
“I think it’s just really
important that those
of us who have been
through life prior to
Roe v. Wade, which allowed us to make these
choices, to continue to
tell these stories.”
Roe v. Wade, the 1973
United States Supreme
Course case which protected the access to safe and
legal abortion as a constitutional right, is central
to GRR!’s dogma. Richard
explained,
“Sometimes
[Roe v. Wade] doesn’t even
come into your thinking,
you go ‘oh my gosh, I need
some birth control, oh I
can just go right here and
get it.’ Regardless of who
gets elected in 2020 or who
gets elected in 2024, we
will never go back to times
like that. It’s really important for us to be having
conversations with [young
people]...because
soon
there won’t be as many of
us around as there are you,
and bearing witness to
those times is a really important thing to do.”

C onia’s Cor ner
I’ve looked into my crystal ball
And I can say I’ve seen it all.
Since I shan’t write the rest of fall
Here are my predictions, both big and small.
For some, Thanksgiving travels shall take time
They will eat, laugh, play, and unwind.
At their meals, their will have dinned
But not everything will be just fine.
For finals week shall come too soon
And we’ll have to break the break’s cocoon.
Papers and tests will form a typhoon
Some students may feel they are buffoons.
Not all is lost, my fellow Mules.
I know that we are not all fools.
Indeed you have the requisite tools
To do well enough and stay in school.
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A look into the JanPlan funding process with Associate Director of Global Experiences Scott Lamer
B y H owie G ao G ao

Contributing Writer

In 1962, Colby launched
JanPlan, an innovative
study program dedicated
to providing the student
body with “a new outlook
on learning,” according
to the College’s website.
Students are offered the
chance to take a course
on campus, conduct independent studies, participate in internships, or
take classes abroad. However, the costs of these
opportunities are not included in tuition. Many
students may have to apply for funding in order
to sponsor their trips or
unpaid internships.
DavisConnects strives
to aid students who are
in need of funding, but
what the school can provide is limited. How DavisConnect’s
resources
are distributed is a matter of concern amongst
students. In an email to
the Echo, Associate Director of Global Experiences
Scott Lamer addressed
those concerns and more.
Lamer described that
what DavisConnects is
doing is beyond allocating
money. It tries to act as “a
resource and a clearinghouse for Colby funding.”
DavisConnects is a portal
that connects students
with financial support
from the College as well
as external organizations.

“What DavisConnects
is doing is
beyond allocating money.
It tries to act
as a ‘resource
and a clearing-house for
Colby funding;”
Scott Lamer
Associate Director of
Global Experiences
Lamer described the
process of how the applications are reviewed. The
faculty and staff who deliberate on funding decisions take their considerations on different levels.
They are not constrained
to a rubric, however, there
are certain things that
they tend to look for in
an application. Here are
Lamer’s insights.

The Echo: What kind
of funding does the school
provide to its students?
Lamer: Colby provides
a variety of opportunities
to its students, beyond the
traditional aid package, in
order to prepare them for
lifelong success, personally and professionally.
Many academic departments, programs, and institutions at Colby offer
scholarships and grants
to support internships,
research positions, and
global experiences. One
of the central goals of DavisConnects is to ensure
that every student graduates with one or more of
each of these experiences
under their belt. Whether a student is funded
by us or we help them
navigate
opportunities
around campus, we act
as a resource and a clearinghouse for Colby funding. Our online funding
platform
automatically
matches students to funds
they are eligible for while
our staff provides direct
support in submitting a
successful application.
E: Where does the money come from?
L: Generous support
comes from a large pool
of donors in the form of
endowed funds that exist
in perpetuity or in specific, limited amounts on
an annual basis. Many
Colby alumni, parents,
and friends give back to

the College or donors may
give in memory of loved
ones from the Colby community. Criteria for use
may include a specific
type of experience, for a
particular major, for use
in a certain geographic
location, or for students
with financial needs.
E: What would be the
total budget for an applicant?
L: Award amounts vary
depending on the funding source, however our
average
grants
range
from $2,500 to $3,000.
Other funds offer a preset
amount, a maximum, or
are based on the expenses
required to make that experience possible. Budget
preparation is an important component of the application process. At DavisConnects, we provide
budget worksheets before
the application deadline,
provide guidance on what
makes a realistic budget,
and encourage students to
do their research.
E: Is there a priority between faculty led Jan Plans
and independent projects?
L: No experience is
prioritized over another.
Funding is offered for internships, research opportunities, Colby faculty led
courses abroad, eligible
programs during school
breaks, and sometimes insemester opportunities.
Awards are allocated to
students who demonstrate

value and purpose, among
other criteria.
E: What do you usually
look for in an application
and how do you decide
who gets funded?
L: The funding committee at DavisConnects is
made up of a half dozen
Colby faculty and staff
members who give each
application a careful and
thorough review. A quality
application demonstrates
the contribution that the
applicant brings to the
opportunity, outlines specific learning objectives,
and successfully articulates how the opportunity
enhances their Colby experience and post-grad
pathway.
Additionally,
successful
applications
should be accompanied
by a well researched and
detailed budget, a strong
faculty reference, a decent
resume, and the applicant
must be in good academic
standing. Other funding
committees outside of
DavisConnects have their
own criteria depending on
the nature of the award.
In many cases, our office
collaborates with other
funding committees to
ensure equitable and inclusive funding practices.
E: Are there many students that would apply to
a specific fund such as the
Sandy Maisel fund?
L: Yes, there are a
number of prestigious
funding
opportunities

campus-wide,
beyond
DavisConnects
opportunities. Applicants are
automatically
matched
in the online platform to
funds that DavisConnects
directly administers. For
those opportunities offered by other academic
departments, programs,
and institutions on campus, applicants will be
automatically prompted
in the system to apply
directly, answering fund
specific questions after
submitting the common
application. Opportunities may be recommended
to applicants in the system based on the students’
qualifications. This is determined by answers that
are given in the common
application or information that is attached to the
student’s school record.
Davis Connects works
to provide students with
amazing and unique experiences. The hindrance
that may keep students
away from these opportunities is not seeking
out for help and assistance, and DavisConnects
is the right place for you
to learn more and participate more. See https://
www.colby.edu/davisconnects/student-funding for
more information about
student funding on the official site, and https://colby.academicworks.com to
visit the funding portal.

The Echo sits down with new student admissions employees
B y L ouisa G oldman &
S hoshi L eviton
Co-Editors in Chief

A defining moments
of one’s college search is
that of the campus tour.
The Echo recently had
the opportunity to take
a peek behind the curtain of the admissions
job process.
Georgia Dettmann `22
and Alec Potts `22 both
recently began working
for admissions, Dettmann as an Admissions
Fellow and Potts as
an Admissions Intern.
Dettmann was motivated by her own experience with the Admissions Office when she
toured the C ollege as a
prospective student.
“My tour at Colby was
really great,” Dettmann
recalled. “My tour guide
was really informative
and I remember looking at him and thinking,
‘wow, I just want to be
that passionate about my
institution’ and I’m really
happy that I am now.”
Now official employees
of the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid,
department,
Dettmann
and Potts are excited by
the opportunity to impact
prospective students in
the same way they themselves were impacted two
years ago.
“I want to be able

to show someone how
much I appreciate the
school and I want them
to be able to look back
on their time here and
know that it was well
spent, whether they end
up coming here or not,
because Colby has a lot
to offer and it’s really important that we spread all
of those amazing things
to prospective students,”
Dettmann said. “I really
like being able to connect with the prospective
students and learn about
their interests.”
Although both Dettmann and Potts enjoy
their new job, the training process was intensive.
According to Potts, they
had to participate in a
five- hour orientation,
shadow tours, and work
at the front desk of the
Admissions Office. Dettman expanded on her
orientation
experience
and its time commitment.
“[Training was] busy
and time consuming but
definitely worth it because it takes a lot of
preparation and effort [to
work in admissions] so,
while it is time consuming, I definitely understand the whole process
and I appreciate it.”
B e si d e s
t he
t i me
c om m it me nt, howe ver,
t he stud e nts are g r atef u l for t he opp or tunit y
to re pre s e nt t he C ol lege
w it h pr i d e.

Disney’s Newsies the Musical
November 8, 9, 15 at 7:30 p.m.
November 10, 16, 17 at 2:00 p.m.
Waterville Opera House

“I
joined
admissions because I feel like
Colby is such an amazing school,” Potts said.
“I’ve had such an amazing experience here and
I wanted to share that
with other people.”

“[Training
was] busy
and time
consu,ing
but defi-

Sonia Lachter | The Colby Echo
Georgia Dettmann `22, Admissions Fellow, and Chessy Singer `21, Admissions Intern

nitely worth
it because it
takes a lot of
preparation
and effort [to
work in admissions].”
Alec Potts
Admissions Intern

Peter Brown | The Colby Echo
Lunder House, the home of Colby Admissions, which welcomes prespective students and their families to campus.

7th Annual Holiday Bazaar
November 21 - December 23
Reception: November 21 at 5:00 p.m.
Common Street Arts

Joy to the Ville
Saturday, December 7
10am - 4:00 p.m.
Downtown Waterville
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The River Rail: Exploring the environment
By Hannah Southwick
Staff Writer

While climate change is often
represented by scientific models,
the arts and humanities have the
unique power to evoke emotional responses and articulate
imagined futures. The River Rail:
Occupy Colby, a special edition
of world-renowned art magazine,
The Brooklyn Rail, features work
centered on human engagement
with environmental issues. As a
collaboration between the Colby
College Museum of Art, the Lunder Institute for American Art,

the magazine with Classics Professor Kerill O’Neil and Environmental Studies professor
Denise Bruesewitz. Exploring
climate change from both human and scientific perspectives,
the publication is closely tied to
his research and teaching.
“I am deeply interested in all
things that have to do with climate change, but specifically how
art can help us change the way
we think and act in response to
it,” Walker said in an interview
with the Echo. “The goal is that
people who read [The River Rail]
will walk away not only thinking a

Courtesy of Mark Dion and Tanya Bonakdar Galllery
The cover image of The River Rail is Mark Dion’s After Den, a mixed media
diorama currently on display in the Colby College Museum of Art.

and The Brooklyn Rail, The River
Rail is the culmination of interdisciplinary work, including both
Colby professors and the broader
Colby community.
Professor Chris Walker, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow in Environmental Humanities, co-edited

little more deeply about the intricacies of the problem but having
tools to emotionally process the
ramifications of it.”
By teaching classes in both the
English and Environmental Studies departments, Walker is emblematic of the goal of examining

climate change through an interdisciplinary lens. In addition to
editing, he also contributed an
interview with prominent science-fiction writer Kim Stanley Robinson, who visited the
College as the Environmental
Sciences Mellon Distinguished
Fellow in 2018.
“There’s no one discipline that
is heading the effort,” Walker explained. “One of the things my
time at Colby has taught me is
that the richest, fullest, and most
rigorous responses really bring
to bear a collaboration that
spans across campus.”
The River Rail also serves as a
companion piece to the Occupy
Colby art exhibition and compels
viewers to delve deeper into the
exhibit’s themes. The magazine’s
collection of writing, including
poetry, interviews, and non-fiction essays, is in conversation with
the selection of artwork curated
by Phong Bui, artistic director of
The Brooklyn Rail.
For Creative Writing Professor Arisa White, contributing poems to The River Rail
involved a journey into the
environment and an examination of her own connections
with the earth. Last summer,
the New York-native traveled
to California’s Lake Merritt and
recalled the lake’s emotional
significance when she moved
to the Bay Area in 2006.
“I thought about movement
and migration,” White explained in an interview with the
Echo. “Being a transplant from

New York I just felt completely
uprooted, but the lake served
as this touch point for me…it
started to be a part of my own
mental health routine.”
After being still in the environment, White walked the
lake with inspiring individuals
including a friend, a naturalist,
and a life-long Oakland resident
and “modern abolitionist” activist. Their stories and activism
brought life to the lake and illuminated White’s consideration
of the “outside” as both physical
space and social positioning.
“Our bodies are part of the environment and I feel like our social systems impact the environment,” White said. “The way we
treat marginalized and ‘outsider’
bodies are the ways that we treat
our environment, so how can I
bring all of that together?”
White developed a “hybrid
poetic collection” of poems narrating one woman’s “quarter life
crisis” journey around the lake.
The poems begin with the time
of an attack or violation against
the LGBTQ community, with
names of victims becoming
names of weather events.
In addition to Colby professors such as White and Walker,
Meghan Hurley `20 and Ben
Theyerl `20 contributed pieces to
the publication. Theyerl, an English and education major and
environmental studies minor,
embraced the “incredible” opportunity and considered his own
upbringing in the rural community of Altoona, Washington.

Courtesy of Joseph Bui `22
Theyerl, who wrote for The River Rail, is a double major in English and Education and minor in Environmental studies from Altoona, Wisconisn.

“I go to a lot of talks and hear
about how if we could reach
rural working-class people, we
could build a coalition to action,”
Theyerl said in an interview with
the Echo. “I am demographically part of that group, but I see myself as very much engaged with
climate change. I was thinking
about forms you would use to
communicate with people that
aren’t always thought of as being part of the issue.”
Following its launch, The River Rail will be available at no cost

on the Colby campus and distributed at locations throughout
Maine and New York.
“I’m finding ways to use language that return us to the actuality of the world and create new
fields of feeling and meaning that
can clarify the world even more,”
White said. “Having our art in
different spaces speaks to the fact
that there is something about
being an English teacher, being a
poet, being a fiction writer that
prepares you to be in multiple conversations.”

Patricia Miller: Preserving the Golden Age
By Milo-Lani Caputo
A&E Reporter

“You’ll never make it as an artist; be a lawyer instead.”
So the TV cliché father figure
would tell this to his son, hoping
he’d pursue a more practical line
of work. The reality is that there
are many jobs that deal with art
on a daily basis. Patricia Miller is
a shining example.
Miller was a fine art major
as an undergrad. Through her
studies, she became very familiar
with bronze casting. During college, she performed conservation
work in Chicago on public park
sculptures. Miller switched her
focus to architecture after undergrad, and worked with old buildings, which led her to her current

occupation. She is now the chief
conservator of the Preservation
Society of Newport County.
The Preservation Society
exists to help maintain 11 historic mansions in Newport, RI.
Among these are famous names
such as The Breakers, The Elms,
Marble House, and Rosecliff.
These houses were made in the
late 19th century for wealthy
people that lived and worked in
New York, so they could come
up to Rhode Island in the summer and get a break from the city
air. Several of these houses were
owned by the Vanderbilts, the
richest family in America, during
parts of the Gilded Age. Eventually, the various owners of these
historical mansions let them go,
because they were very difficult

to maintain, and the taxes on
them were also quite high. Years
later, in the 1940’s, the residents
of Newport organized efforts to
restore and preserve these historic residences. Now, they are
maintained by the Preservation
Society of Newport County. The
Society conducts year-round
tours through the mansions. As
the most popular attraction in
Rhode Island, they get 400,000500,000 visitors per year.
In a recent presentation at
Colby, Patricia Miller spoke
about her role in the Society,
and their mission. The Society
is responsible for the examination, documentation, treatment,
preventative care, research, and
education of the Newport Mansions. Each mansion is a work of

art in and of itself, and must be
cared for. As the buildings age,
they tend to fall apart, and it’s the
role of the Society to keep them
in working condition. There are
also countless historic artifacts
that were part of the mansions
that must now be cared for. Additionally, they are also looking
to install central temperature
control in these buildings, which
presents a large challenge. It is the
role of the Society to undertake
these duties.
Art is an everyday part of
Miller’s job, particularly the restoration and maintenance of
works within the mansions. The
wealthy owners of these mansions could afford to get just
about anything they wanted,
and as a result, there are beautiful

collections of art in the Newport
Mansions. Miller worked with
people all around the world to
help restore and hang a tapestry
that belonged to the Vanderbilts.
Much of the work that is done in
the mansions has to do with retaining their beauty and ensuring
its lasting capability, so the world
can benefit from it.
Climate change has had a profound impact on the Newport
Mansions. Some of the historic
properties are damaged by rising tides, and Miller must be on
alert during particularly risky
times, in case artifacts need to
be moved out of one of the mansions. The Society takes frequent
climate data measurements in
Newport, which have illustrated
over time the effects of climate

change in RI. They are helping to
facilitate a new discussion about
climate change.
To quote Miller, “if you
have that desire in figuring it
out, understanding why, even
a little bit of an investigator
attitude, and you find that
that’s how you get interested in
things, I do a lot of that. It’s not
always a straight line to the finish.” To the art majors and the
prospective art majors, or even
history majors who have some
interest, conservation could be
the right path for you to take.
As the world’s buildings age,
they will need to be taken care
of, and you might find yourself
one day fixing up what was
once the greatest mansion in
the country.

Student Artist Feature: Nick Malkemus ’21

Courtesy of Nick Malkemus

Courtesy of Nick Malkemus

“After Strazza’s Veiled Virgin”
Collagraph

To see more of Nick’s artwork, you can follow him on his I
nstagram: @n_malkemus

Courtesy of Nick Malkemus
“Roman Statue I”
Reduction Woodcut

“I like making art of pretty things –
f igures, portraits, f lowers, still-lifes –
nothing too lofty or conceptual.”
Courtesy of Nick Malkemus
“Flower Box”
Watercolor and Pen

Nick Malkemus ’21
Student Artist Feature
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Taking a stand: JanPlan scheduling needs change
By Colin Alie

Opinions Reporter
With the fall semester
wrapping up in just a few
weeks, attention is beginning to shift to the upcoming JanPlan. JanPlan,
which was originally introduced at Colby in 1962
and was the first of its
kind, has since spread to
other colleges and universities throughout the nation. There’s no doubting
the steadfast popularity of
JanPlan—although only
three years of JanPlan are
required—over 90 percent
of students opt to participate for their fourth year.
But perhaps this statistic
would be bumped even
higher if there was a wider selection of class times
from
which
students
could choose from.
In their mission statement, the College states
how the “fundamental
purpose of the January
Program is to broaden
and extend the learning
experience at Colby by
offering students distinctive opportunities not ordinarily available during
the traditional academic
semesters.” It is precisely this stress on escaping
the traditional, didactic

learning experience typical of any college that motivates Colby students to
branch out into more experimental opportunities
during JanPlan. Unfortunately, students wishing to enjoy more flexible daily schedules are
severely limited in course
selection options. This

“Including more
afternoon and
evening Jan Plan
courses would
certainly act as
a distraction
from the reaper’s icy hand
slowly closing
its grasp on the
students who
have not yet
become acclimated with the
Maine winters.”
year, more than 100 total
courses were available for
registration, covering a
wide variety of interests

and meeting times. However, from this large pool
of courses, only four offer
start times at or after 2
P.M., and of those classes, only two offered start
times at 3 P.M.
If nothing more, including more afternoon
and
evening
JanPlan
courses would certainly
act as a distraction from
the reaper’s icy hand
slowly closing its grasp
on the students who have
not yet become acclimated with the Maine winters. More realistically,
a broader selection for
class times would open
up one’s schedule, allowing for a student to
accomplish their goals
during the day without
interruption, and then go
to their class. For those
particularly
motivated
students, this shift would
make possible the option
to enroll in a JanPlan
course as well as participate in an internship for
the month of January,
which is growing increasingly popular. Holding
class during the afternoon and evening would
also theoretically make
for a larger pool of potential instructors to be
reached, since those with

limited schedules may be
able to hold class after
normal business hours.
Some instructors may
even have the possibility
of teaching two courses,
one during the day and
one during the evening.
During
JanPlan,
non-athletes, who make
up the majority of Colby’s student body, will
rarely have regular commitments between 3 P.M.
and 7 P.M. These hours
are oftentimes not taken
full advantage of, whereas
spending the rare daylight
hours between sunrise,
around 7 A.M., and sunset, around 4 P.M., inside
a classroom can become
disheartening and bleak.
For these students, one
hugely popular attraction
is the close proximity to
local ski mountains.
In fact, one major argument for broadening
options for afternoon
and evening classes is
the abundance of Colby’s recreational skiers
and snowboarders who
wish to take advantage
of the limited courseload
in Jan. and make it up to
the mountain. There is
a longtime tradition of
skiing and snowboarding at Colby, due in part

to the fact that the major mountains closest to
campus are widely regarded as two of the best
mountains on the East
Coast.
Most students’
go-to destination is Sugarloaf Mountain, which
lies about an hour and
15 minutes away from
Colby’s campus. Sunday
River is another popular
choice for students, but
it is farther away from
the College.
Typically, enrolling in
a JanPlan class has meant
that students hoping to
make day trips to Sugarloaf or Sunday River are,
for the most part, restricted to only the days during
which their class is not
held. Offering a more
robust selection of afternoon and evening classes could effectively make
available the entire morning and most of the afternoon during the week,
which is generally when
skiers and snowboarders
go to the mountains.
Having class start in the
evening also allows for
the possibility of skiing
during the week at Sunday
River, which is a rare opportunity. It takes nearly
two hours to get to Sunday River, which necessi-

tates about four hours of
driving in total during a
day. This in essence rules
out t h e p o s s i bi l it y of
s k i i n g du r i n g t h e w e e k
a n d re l e g at e s Su n d ay
R i v e r t o a w e e k e n d - on l y v i s it . How e v e r, e x p a n d i n g a f t e r n o on a n d
e v e n i n g c ou r s e opt i on s
w ou l d b e a n e f f e c t i v e
re m e d i at i on .
It i s w or t h noting that
the longer, six or eighthour per day courses are
unable to realistically
hold class starting as late
as 3 P.M. Intensive courses such as EMT Training,
Firefighting, and Applied
Biomedical
Genomics,
all of which meet for a
full 40 hours per week,
would of course not be
able to shift toward evening times. However, a
significant
proportion
of the students who remain on Colby’s campus
during Jan. would enjoy
the option of wider selection for class schedules, so it is certainly
reasonable to see some
changes in the coming
years. Regardless, this
year’s JanPlan, as always,
gives students a great experience to look forward
to as the semester comes
to an end.

Mensw ear for Mules: Dr essing for the Weather
By Zeke Edwards-Mizel
Staff Writer

My favorite down coat at
the moment is The North
Face’s 1996 Retro Nuptse
Jacket in Night Green. This
jacket is idyllically bummy
looking. If you’re looking for
something technical this is
not the way to go. The North
Face accomplishes its goal
of making an overstuffed
Michelin Man silhouette.
Despite seemingly low aspirations, this jacket overachieves.
If you do desire a more
technically-suited jacket I
adore the Arc’teryx Fission
SV Jacket. The brand, adored
by rock climbers, has created
a ski jacket with a windproof,
breathable, and lightweight
Gore-Tex membrane. Although the Fission SV jacket
is over double the price of the
North Face’s one, it is a luxury
jacket that is also utilitarian.
Thus, it avoids the conundrum of whether or not your
statement jacket is practical.
Layering is essential on

Colby’s campus because you
can be both freezing and overheated in Lovejoy depending
on the room. The fleece I like
the most is the North Face’s
95 Retro Denali Jacket. It is a
simple silhouette. It’s the right
amount of fuzziness to age
well, stopping well before the

The waffle-knit
beanie is my
favorite variation for this
upcoming
winter, even
though I’ve
been wearing
a rolled up
ski mask .
point of imitating a shearling
coat. As trendy as the fuzzy
fleece may be, I don’t believe
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it will have staying power.
Another issue on campus is
footwear for when you have
to be in class before the salt
has melted the ice on the
walkways. A heavy boot is
too much for just walking
on the ice, but your sneakers don’t provide the traction
you need. To reduce your
risk when coming back from
the apartments, I’d choose a
Salomon S/Lab sneaker. Salomon has long been considered one of the best outdoor
footwear manufacturers, and
the S/Lab sneakers are no exception. Depending on your
needs, there are S/Lab sneakers for ultra marathons, but
for trekking around on campus I prefer the more stylized
XT-6.
Gloves and mittens are a
touchy subject. I don’t like
the way they look most of
the time; however, as someone with poor circulation,
I desperately need them. I
prefer mittens over gloves.
Not being a skier, I don’t need
technical mittens. Hestra’s
lambskin shearling mittens

Mary Farnkoff
Mady Hand
Eliza Pohle
Sabrina Rabins
Zachary Bergman
Bia Malaspina
Dominic Giardini
Sonia Lachter
Matt Rocha
Claire Borecki
Sarah Warner
Milo Lani-Caputo
Colin Alie
Kevin Ahn
Will Bedingfield
Conall Butchart
Minori Cohan
Trina Cubanski
Johanna Neeson
Peter Brown
Alec Chapman
Claire Cahill
Heather Jahrling
Jack Tomlin
Martyna Czarnik

Courtesy of Zeke Edwards-Mizel
Mizel’s headwear of choice during the cold winter months is a rolled up ski mask, although he styles it rolled-down
in the outfit pictured above. For everyone else, however, he recommends a waffle-knit beanie from New York based
brand Aime Leon Dore, despite their reputation as a “hypebeast brand.”

are gorgeous. Being lambskin,
they are incredibly soft, and
the drawstring is less finicky
than velcro alternatives. Sam
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nical glove. According to Donahue, “Hestra three finger
gloves are heat, especially the
pro models with padded fingies for my delicate hands.”
Whether or not you need the
pads for sensitive fingers, the
pads still add some flair to a
typically boring accessory.
As we enter the six month
winter, we also need something to keep our ears warm,
so beanie season it is. The
waffle-knit beanie is my fa-

vorite variation for this upcoming winter, even though
I’ve been wearing a rolled up
ski mask. My current favorite is New York based brand
Aimé Leon Dore’s variation.
All their muted hues make
them easy to wear, and, although a hypebeast brand,
the beanies still remain understated.
At the end of the day,
please dress warm enough
for the miserable winter.

Interested in writing
for the Echo?
Contact Louisa Goldman
(lcgold20@colby.edu) or Shoshi
Leviton (slevit20@colby.edu) for
more information on how to get
involved!
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Men’s and women’s rugby advance to the round of 16 in Nationals
By Constantine Fleury
Contributing Writer

Starting off the weekend
of Rugby, the women’s team
took on the Rochester Institute of Technology Tigers
(RIT) in a match which
would advance the winner to
the round of 16 of Nationals.
The match was a cold one,
with both teams facing adversity from the wind. Fortunately for the Mules, RIT
was low on numbers and on
the smaller side with regard
to its players. Colby was set
to make a statement against
the Tigers early. The team
won in a dominant fashion
38-12 with Katie Cole `20
and Helen Sears `20 making
key offensive runs crucial
defensive stops for the team.

Despite the score line, the
Mules had to work for the
majority of their tries, pushing through near the try
zone or the odd fast break
from a back on the team. For
the round of 16, the women
will head to Vassar College
in NY to continue their regional playoff run and hopeful Nationals run.
Immediately after the
women’s game, Colby men’s
rugby beat the UMass Dartmouth 38-36 in a thrilling
match. This was an equally
high stakes game. The winner would go on to Albany
to play in the round of 16 of
nationals. The game didn’t
start well for the Mules, with
UMass Dartmouth punching
their way into the try zone
after ten minutes of play-

ing time. However, Colby
rugby had no intentions of
letting the game slip away
from them, and at the 30
minute mark, Colby formed
a powerful maul off a lineout
which pushed back UMass
and Chase Goode `21 scored
a try. Steven Ditzler `22 was
phenomenal as always, converting kicks from the smallest angles imaginable. With
five minutes left in the first
half, another devastating
maul by the Mules allowed
Goode to score another try.
With two minutes left on the
clock, UMass Dartmouth
was knocking on Colby’s
door, and one of their props
carried the ball in for a try,
making the score even at
14-14. But this eventful half
was not over. Indeed, in extra

time, in typical Aidan Cyr
`20 fashion, he saw a hole
and ran past a handful of
defenders to give Colby the
lead 21-14 at the end of the
first half.
The start of the second
half started just as the first
half ended, a Colby try.
After a long set of phases,
Colby found themselves
within five yards of the
UMass Dartmouth tryzone. Ethan Beatty `22
took matters into his own
hands and punched his
way to score his first try for
Colby Rugby. UMass Dartmouth, however, showed
great heart and slowly
came back on the scoreboard. It started with a
try after Colby conceded a
penalty, closing the gap to

28-19. Then, with 25 minutes left in the second half,
UMass Dartmouth swung
the ball to their back line
and their center outran
Colby to score a try. The
score was now 28-24 for
Colby.
With 17 minutes left,
Colby crafted a promising
attack inside UMass Dartmouth’s half. However, their
fly-half intercepted a Colby
pass and ran it all the way
to give UMass Dartmouth
the first lead of the second
half. With 13 minutes left,
the Mules received a penalty
inside Ditzler’s range. Ice in
his veins, Ditzler converted
the kick and tied the game
31-31. Colby needed a try
to get back in the lead and
with eight minutes left, Will

Bedingfield `22 strikes the
ball until it landed in Peter
Hilton’s `22 hands; he saw
an opening and scored his
first try for Colby Rugby,
and what a time to do it. The
Mules had a seven point advantage and tried their best
to push back UMass Dartmouth, but in extra time,
they scored another try.
If the UMass Dartmouth
kicker converted the try,
the game would go into extra time, if he didn’t, Colby
would move on. After an
incredible game, the kicker
was unable to convert and
Colby took the win in spectacular fashion.
The Mules are back at it
this weekend in the round
of 16 of nationals at Siena
College against Salve Regina

Courtesy of Calvin Wetmore

Ethan Beatty `22 made a break in UMD’s defensive line and sprinted his way to the try zone for his first try of his Colby Rugby career. Earlier in the match, Beatty had made a similar break into the try zone but
it was called back on an advantage to UMD earlier on the play. The men played a tight match, narrowly beating UMD 38-36 as the opposing kicker missed a conversion with zero seconds left to tie the game.
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Beverages
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Devastator of the week: Sabrina Rabins
By Kevin Ahn
Sports Editor

The final Devastator of the
Week this semester is Sabrina
Rabins `20 on the women’s
squash team. The team took
on Vassar College at Colby to
start off their season. At the
end of the day, the Mules secured a win over Vassar, with
a key comeback coming from
Rabins in an early match. Hailing from Weston, MA., Rabins
has not been playing squash her

whole life but instead picked up
the sport her sophomore year
of high school. Despite starting later in life, Noble and Greenough School in Dedham got
Rabins to a high enough level
by her senior year that it caught
the attention of Colby. Fast forward, Rabins started off Colby’s
squash season with the first
match of the weekend. Heading into the match, the Mules
were favored to win. Rabins
noted how “going into the first
game I wanted to make sure I
played a strong match to start
the season well. Being a team
which we were expected to beat,
it was important that I played
well and kept my composure on
the court. We tried to make sure
our energy was very high before
the match as well as when we all
got on court to play especially
because this was the first-years’
first ever collegiate match.”
But things didn’t work out
as planned in the first game.
Sabrina lost a few points in a
row to the Vassar first-year and

never really found her footing
in the first game, falling 5-11.
A surprising turn of events
for sure, but things went even
worse in the second game as
Rabins went down another
game, losing 4-11.
Looking back at these first
two games Rabins commented:
“It’s always hard when its the
first match back from the end of
last season to get right back into
the groove of competition. In
addition, we have never played
Vassar before so I was not sure
what skill level to initially expect. Personally, I find myself
performing better when down a
set. I think in some cases I need
the extra pressure to continue
to push myself and fight for the
win. Losing the first two sets of
the match was not ideal, but it
made winning in five games
even more rewarding.” As mentioned earlier, Rabins would go
on to win the next three sets in a
row in convincing fashion. The
match ended 3-2 Rabins as she
won 11-8, 11-5, 11-8 to secure

the first win of the day.
“Now that I have the first
match of the season under my
belt, I am excited for the rest of
the season to get underway and
to go forward with this great
moment. I think the team will
be strong this year and while we
are a relatively young team there
is a lot of potential and I am very
excited to see how this season
will play out!”
As soon as the third game
began, Sabrina turned up heat
and took control of the match.
One spectator, Mary Farnkoff
`20 spoke with the Echo about
Rabins performance: “I thought
Sabrina did a tremendous job
maintaining her composure
during her match this past Sunday. After the second game, she
was down 2-0. However, Sabrina was unfazed. She flipped the
switch after that, managing to
win three consecutive games to
defeat her opponent. It was one
of the greatest comebacks I’ve
seen in squash. The Colby fan
section was going wild, and I’m

so glad I got to be a part of it.”
As the final points came to
a close, fans behind the glass
chanted “Sabs!” over and

over as Rabins walked over
to the opponent and thanked
her for the match, always
maintaining class.

Courtest of Colby Athletics
Playing Sunday Nov. 17, Rabins opened up the squash season for the
Mules, beating her opponent from Vassar College 3-2 in the match.

Weekend Recap: Winter Sports season kicks off
By Josh Jacobson

Contributing Writer
Swim and Dive
In the season-opening
meet for both men and
women, Colby’s Swim and
Dive teams proved ready as
they took on the Brandeis
Judges in Waltham, MA
on Saturday. Both the men
and women were able to
return to Mayflower Hill
with a win, paving the
way for what looks to be
a successful season for the
Mules. The men were able
to top Brandeis 176-108
after winning 11 out of 16
events, thanks to incredible performances by John
Connors `22, Jake Gray
`22, Shaun Kronenwetter
`23, and Xander Geiersbach `20, as they combined in posting a 1:26:04
200 Free Relay. Connors’
contributions did not stop
there, as he proceeded
to win both the 100-yard
freestyle and 200-yard
freestyle.
The women dominated
Brandeis in a commanding
191-100 victory, successful
in all but four out of the 16
events. The Mules filled
the podium in the 200yard freestyle, 500-yard
freestyle, and 200-yard
IM. Freshman diver Monet
Meyer asserted herself in
the division after 11 Colby-record-setting dives on
the one-meter, scoring a
tremendous 383.45 in her
first-ever collegiate meet.
Both the men and women have a promising season ahead of them, relying
heavily on the leadership of
the upperclassmen as well
as the talent of the underclassmen. They look to further their success against

Amherst College next Saturday Nov. 23 at home.
Women’s Basketball
After a narrow loss on
Friday, the Colby women’s
basketball team faced the
Fitchburg St. Falcons at
Colby-Sawyer College in
New London, NH on Saturday. In a tight first quarter, the Mules were able to
take a 13-7 lead thanks to
guard Alisha Aube, who
got things started for the
Mules after a slow start.
Although the Falcons narrowed the spread to just
two points, the resilient
Mules completed the half
strongly, extending their
lead to 12 with a 31-19
halftime score. Brooke
Guiffre `23 and Keagan
Dunbar `22 led the Mules
in a stellar third quarter
with long-range threepointers from each. The
Mules poured on the attack in the fourth quarter
due to an unselfish Colby
offense, eventually closing
the game out in dominant
fashion with a 71-43 win.
The Mules look to extend
their success into this week
as they play Maine Maritime
on the road on Tuesday.
Men’s Basketball
The Colby men’s basketball team opened their
season by competing in
two hard-fought battles
this weekend. On Sat., the
Mules faced off against
the Roadrunners of Ramapo College at the neutral site of Connecticut
College. The first half of
action featured a backand-forth style of play,
as each side continued to
score. The Roadrunners
achieved their largest lead
of the game with 15:33 left

in the half at 14-8. However, the Mules responded
and eventually tied things
up at 21, greatly due to
performances by Wallace Tucker `21 and Alex
Dorion `20. Noah Tyson
`22 eventually put the
Mules ahead with a skillful three-pointer with 4:28
remaining in the half. The
Mules furthered their lead
and headed to the locker
room with an assertive
43-35 halftime lead. The
Mules entered the second
half without skipping a
beat, extending their lead

to 10 points with 18:40
remaining in the half. Although, just as Colby was
able to do in the first half,
Ramapo bounced back
and cut the Colby lead to
just two points with 1:33
left in the half. With just
21 seconds remaining, Ramapo went ahead by two
points, just to be greeted
with a thrilling Sam Jefferson `20 layup to tie things
up at 87 and send the game
to overtime. Again, the
Mules came out firing, and
again, the Roadrunners
responded. The tenacious

Mules were able to take a
six-point lead to close out
overtime, bringing an end
to this electrifying game
and an end to the powerful Roadrunners squad.
Colby connected on 34-70
field goals at 48.6% and
outlasted Ramapo with a
final score of 103-97.
Colby extended their success on the road on Sunday
against the 0-3 Anna Maria
Amcats. After going down
by four in the opening minutes of the game, Colby
rebounded and gained a
three-point lead. The first

half consisted of crucial layups by Tucker and Tyson,
as well as long-range jumpers from Dorion and Jefferson. The Mules closed the
half out with a dominant
57-34 lead. The Mules did
not stop there and continued to build off their lead
in the second half. The
Mules scored 45 points in
the second half, contrasted
with the Amcats’ 37 points.
Colby’s tough squad powered through Anna Maria,
walking away with a 10271 win and an undefeated
weekend.

Courtesy of Colby Athletics

Sam Jefferson `20 splashes a three just beyond the arc as a defender starts to close out. Jefferson put up an impressive
eight three-pointers on a similarly impressive 67% shooting. The Mules walked away wih two wins this weekend.

Women’s hockey finds success while men’s team struggles
By Will Bedingfield
Sports Reporter

The men’s and women’s
hockey teams kicked off
their season this weekend
with mixed results. Both
teams played a game on
Fri. and another on Sat.;
the women were at home,
while the men were on the
road. Coming into the season, both teams have high
hopes. The men have high
hopes starting the season, being title contenders every year and turning over many returning
players. The women, too,
have seen success in the
past and should be getting
even better with an experienced, young team.
Let’s take the bad news
first: The men dropped
both games on the road
to Williams and Middlebury. Colby led William’s
Ephs 1-0 at the end of the
first period and seemed to
be in control of the game.
The goal came from Brendan Murphy `21, able to
crash the net after a shot
from teammate Jake Rasch
`21. The Williams goalie
boasted 20 saves on the
day, giving Colby trouble
between the pipes. Colby
fell apart in the second period, giving up three goals
in only six minutes, ending the period at 3-1. Colby could never find their
footing after that, letting
up another goal before the
final buzzer. Despite the
onslaught from Williams,
Colby’s goalie Andrew
Tucci `20 saved an impressive 33 out 37 shots faced.

The next day, the Mules
drove up to Middlebury,
Vermont to take on the
Panthers. Colby led in
shots 11-4 at the end of
the first period, but failed
to mark the scoresheet.
Middlebury bounced back
hard, scoring two goals in
the second period by taking advantage of a power
play and netting another
five minutes later. When
the Mules let up a goal,
they seem to give more
than one. The final period

was marked by another
Middlebury goal, but not
much change from Colby. Tucci had another 22
saves, but Colby went 0-6
on the power play. For the
second day in a row, Colby
failed to convert a power
play opportunity and was
left with a long bus ride
back.
The women got off to
a perfect 2-0 start with
a home sweep over Williams. Colby’s first game
on Friday was a thriller,

coming down to the last 26
seconds, when Lexi Cafiero `22 scored the game
winner to complete a wild
comeback. The defending
NESCAC Champions held
the game together until
the final period, keeping a
1-0 lead most of the game.
First-year Cindy Giandomenico `23 made her debut one to remember with
a break-away goal to start
Colby’s comeback, while
Cafiero sent the home
crowd into a frenzy.

Saturday was marked
with another wild Colby
victory. Again, the Ephs
took the lead first, despite
the Mules outshooting Williams in the first period.
Colby came out of the intermission hot, as Tess Dupre
`20 and Moira Mullaney
`20 delivered Colby the lead
at 2:31 in the second. Williams bounced back before
the period could end, scoring two more to take the
lead, yet Colby’s McKinley
Karpa `22 tied it back up

with 11 seconds left. Dupre was able to score again
in the third period, and the
Mules finished out the game
to complete the sweep.
Next week both teams will
take on Bowdoin in what
should be another classic rivalry matchup. The women
will be travelling south on
Friday Nov. 22, but coming back to Waterville
Saturday for another go
at the Polar Bears at 3:00
p.m., while the men have
the 7:00 p.m. slot.

Courtesy of Colby Athletics

There was a lot to be happy about throughout the series against Williams for the women’s team. The Mules fought hard both games, never letting up
if they trailed a goal, and worked to earn one back. Tess Dupré `20 helped push Colby ahead in the second game with an incredible backhanded goal.

